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Abstract. Massive stars are born predominantly as members of binary (or
higher multiplicity) systems, and the presence of a companion can significantly
alter their life and final fate. Therefore, any observed sample of massive stars
or associated transients is likely to be significantly influenced by the effects
of binarity. Here, we focus on the relationship between massive binary evolu-
tion and core-collapse supernova events. In the vast majority of the cases, the
first core-collapse event happening in a binary system unbinds the two stars.
Studying the population of companion stars, either at the supernova site, or
as “widowed” stars long after the explosion, can be used to constrain the pre-
vious orbital evolution of the binary progenitor, and explosion physics of their
former companion. Specifically, the population of “widowed” stars might pro-
vide statistical constraints on the typical amplitude of black hole natal kicks
without seeing neither the black holes nor the transient possibly associated
to their formation. Binarity also has a large impact on the predicted popula-
tion of supernova sub-types, including hydrogen-rich type II supernovae, with
a significant fraction of hydrogen-rich stars at explosions being either merger
products or accretors.
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1. Massive stars and binarity
A variety of observations suggest that the vast majority of massive stars are born
in binary (e.g., Mason et al., 2009; Sana & Evans, 2011; Almeida et al., 2017)
or higher multiplicity systems (e.g., Tokovinin, 2008), and that up to ∼ 70% of
the O-type stars might exchange mass or merge with a companion before the
end of their evolution (e.g., Sana et al., 2012).
This implies that observational samples of massive stars and/or transients is
likely to contain binary evolution products (e.g., Langer 2012 for a review and
de Mink et al. 2014).
In the era of large surveys, such as Gaia (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018) or
ZTF (Bellm, 2014) and LSST (LSST Science Collaboration et al., 2009) in the
time domain, we have the opportunity to investigate both the most common
and the rare and exotic binary evolution paths.
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Here, we focus on some aspects of the relationship between binarity and
core-collapse supernova (CCSN) explosions. We refer interested readers for more
details to our studies in Renzo et al. (2019); Zapartas et al. (2017a,b, 2019). We
describe the population synthesis approach in Sec. 1.1. In Sec. 2, we focus on
the consequences of the first CCSN explosion for the binary system, while in
Sec. 3 we discuss the implications of binary evolution of the progenitors for the
population of CCSN events.
1.1. Population synthesis
The evolution of a star is determined mainly by its initial mass, and secondly by
its rotation rate and metallicity1 (Z). Nevertheless, many uncertain or unknown
parameters enter in the modeling of internal processes in stars (poorly known
nuclear reaction rates, modeling of mixing processes, wind mass loss rates, etc.).
Exploring the parameter space for single star evolution is a challenging task still
being actively pursued (e.g., Woosley, 2017; Renzo et al., 2017; Sukhbold et al.,
2018; Woosley, 2019; Farmer et al., 2019, for recent studies of single massive
stars). When considering the evolution of two stars born together in a binary,
i.e., the standard for massive stars, the number of dimensions of the param-
eter space increases very rapidly: not only the evolution of a massive binary
system depends on the two initial masses of the stars, but also their initial or-
bital period and, possibly, eccentricity. Moreover, the number of free or poorly
constrained parameters entering in the models also increases (e.g., stability and
efficiency of mass transfer, angular momentum losses, treatment of common en-
velope), reflecting the current insufficient understanding of the physics of binary
interactions.
The complexity of the problem and the vastness of the parameter space
to explore require to resort to population synthesis techniques, i.e., broadly
speaking, building synthetic populations by weighting with initial distributions
pre-computed models. This can be done with grids of detailed binary evolution
models (e.g., Justham et al., 2014; Marchant et al., 2016; Eldridge et al., 2017),
which have the advantage of solving the differential equations describing the
evolution and interaction of the two stars, but are limited to the values of
unknown parameters for which the computation is numerically feasible.
The common alternative is to rely on pre-computed single star models (e.g.,
Pols et al., 1998; Hurley et al., 2000) paired with analytic algorithms to repre-
sent the binary interactions (e.g., Tout et al., 1997; Hurley et al., 2002), which
allow for the exploration of larger portions of the parameter space of binary
evolution at the cost of a reduced physical accuracy of the models, and thus
limited predictive power of a single population. The results we present here
were obtained with this approach, using the binary c code (Izzard et al., 2004,
2006, 2009; Izzard et al., 2018).
1specifically, its initial iron content, e.g., Tramper et al. 2016.
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The speed of these simulations (typically . 0.1 sec per binary) allows for re-
runs varying the uncertain parameters. If a particular result is found to survive
all the parameter variations possible, the prediction can be considered robust.
Viceversa, if a result is found to be sensitive to variations of a particular un-
known parameter, the comparison with observed populations has the potential
of constraining such parameter. The ranges reported below were obtained with
one-by-one variations of uncertain parameters2 in the models to assess the ro-
bustness of the predictions made.
2. How explosions can affect binaries
While the majority of massive stars are born with companion(s), only a small
minority remain bound after the first core-collapse in the system (e.g. De Donder
et al., 1997; Eldridge et al., 2011; Renzo et al., 2019). For compact objects (i.e.,
neutron stars and black holes), being in a binary system is the exception rather
than the rule. This is counterintuitive, since binary interactions are often the
main or only way to observe the compact objects (e.g., through X-rays and/or
gravitational waves), especially in the case of black holes. In other words, the
majority of (isolated) massive binaries evolves to form a single compact object
and a “widowed” companion star.
The main reason why 86+11
−22% of binaries
3 are disrupted at the first core-
collapse event appears to be supernova (SN) natal kicks (Renzo et al., 2019).
The width of the range reported above is dominated by the uncertainties in the
parametrization of the natal kicks, which allows to use the population of “wid-
owed stars” to observationally constrain the explosion physics of their former
companions in a statistical sense. In particular, the high-mass tail of the mass
function of “widowed stars” is sensitive to the average black hole kick (Renzo
et al., 2019): black holes are produced by on average more massive stars, which
typically have more massive companion that can become single “widowed stars”
if the black holes receive significant kicks at formation.
When assuming spherical symmetry of the collapse and explosion in the
frame of the exploding star (i.e., no natal kick), only ∼ 16% of binary systems
are disrupted. In this cases, the change in gravitational potential due to the
rapid loss of the SN ejecta from the binary (so-called “Blaauw kick”, Blaauw
1961) alone unbinds the binary (see also Boubert et al. 2017). However, typically
Roche-lobe overflow will strip the envelope of the donor star which explodes
first, limiting the amount of mass that can be ejected at explosion. Only for
wide, non-interacting binaries the “Blaauw kick” is sufficient to separate the
companions.
2Note however that this approach neglects possible physical correlations between the param-
eters, see also, e.g., Andrews et al. 2018; Taylor & Gerosa 2018.
3This fraction excludes binaries that result in a stellar merger before the first CCSN.
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If the core-collapse produces a successful explosion, the newly “widowed
star” will be hit by the blast wave (e.g., Moriya et al., 2015; Hirai et al., 2018),
which can alter its appearance for a few thermal timescales by depositing energy
in the star and removing some mass, although the latter effect is typically small
(e.g. Liu et al., 2015; Rimoldi et al., 2016).
Because of the binary disruption, the “widowed star” acquires a peculiar
space velocity corresponding to first order to its pre-explosion orbital velocity.
Occasionally, this can produce fast moving runaway stars (e.g., Blaauw, 1961;
Hoogerwerf et al., 2001), however, it is much more common that this peculiar
velocity is relatively slow (∼ 10 km s−1), making them “walkaway stars” (Renzo
et al., 2019). This happens because during the first stable Roche lobe overflow,
long before the SN explosion, binaries tend to overall widen. Moreover, the
mass transfer leads to an inversion of the mass ratio. Both effects decrease the
orbital velocity of the secondary. The velocity distribution of “widowed stars”,
if observed, would add a constraint on the orbital evolution of massive binaries:
their peculiar velocity with respect to their parent population relates to how
close to the companion they were at the time of the explosion.
3. How binaries can affect the explosions
Binarity can have consequences on the rate and timing of CCSN events (e.g.,
Podsiadlowski et al., 1992; De Donder & Vanbeveren, 2003; Zapartas et al.,
2017a). For example, it can allow stars born below the minimum mass to give
a CCSN to ultimately explode (either because they accreted mass from a com-
panion, or because of mergers). Zapartas et al. (2017a) showed that 15+9
−8% of
all CCSNe might come from this type of evolutionary paths. These progeni-
tor systems are generally longer-lived than normal massive stars, resulting in
delayed SNe compared to the age of a given (co-eval) parent population. More
convoluted evolutionary paths involving multiple phases of mass transfer (either
stable or unstable) might also possibly generate non-standard pre-explosion stel-
lar structures resulting in peculiar transients (e.g., Justham et al., 2014; Menon
& Heger, 2017).
3.1. Stripped-envelope SNe
Binarity also impacts the observable properties of the stellar explosions them-
selves: as mentioned above, the most common binary evolution path involves a
phase of stable mass transfer which typically removes the entire hydrogen-rich
envelope of the donor star (e.g., Kippenhahn & Weigert, 1967; Yoon et al., 2017;
Go¨tberg et al., 2017, although this is known to be Z-dependent). Therefore, typ-
ically the first SN in the system will be a hydrogen-less type Ib or Ic SN, or
possibly a IIb with only a little amount of hydrogen remaining, commonly re-
ferred to all together as stripped-envelope SNe (e.g., Smith et al., 2011; Eldridge
et al., 2013).
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Zapartas et al. (2017b) showed that about 2/3 of all stripped-envelope SNe
are expected to occur in the presence of a main sequence companion, assum-
ing an initial mixture of single and binary stars and sub-solar Z. This fraction
drops below 1/2 only for parameter variations enhancing the wind mass loss,
including super-solar Z. These SNe are those unbinding the binary and creating
the “widowed” stars. Albeit common, the main sequence companions might be
challenging to find at the SN site because of their possibly low mass (Zapartas
et al., 2017b).
Most of the stripped-envelope SNe progenitors single at explosion were mas-
sive enough to get stripped through winds, either because they were initially
massive enough or because they accreted mass or merged with a binary compan-
ion. In 5+12
−4 % of the cases, the exploding star had a compact object companion.
3.2. H-rich SNe
Perhaps more surprisingly, binary products might also contribute to a signifi-
cant fraction of hydrogen-rich SNe, despite the fact these can in principle be
explained by single star evolution. Single star models struggle to explain the
variety of light curve morphology and spectral evolution of these hydrogen-rich
explosions. Using observationally motivated initial distributions, Zapartas et al.
(2019) showed that accretion, and more importantly mergers in binaries can
lead to stars exploding with a significant amount of hydrogen left in their enve-
lope. These SNe with a binary-product progenitor could contribute to 45+8
−12%
of all hydrogen-rich SNe (see also Eldridge et al. 2019). The “widowed” stars
alone can contribute to 14+4
−11% of hydrogen-rich SNe.
4. Conclusions
Massive binary evolution can proceed through a complex variety of paths de-
pending on both initial conditions and physical assumptions of the models.
While theoretical understanding is far from final, the exploration of the vast
parameter space is becoming possible. Existing and upcoming observational
constraints from large surveys and gravitational waves are already guiding it.
Loosely speaking, neglecting stellar mergers, each massive binary will produce
a close-to hydrogen-less donor star and a hydrogen-rich accreting star. The
outcome of stellar mergers depends on the evolutionary phases of the two stars
when they happen. Accounting for binarity when dealing with observed samples
of massive stars (even if presently single) and samples of CCSNe is important
to not misinterpret the observations.
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